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Foreword

-------------[lJ------------Turning these pages has meant for me reliving a fascinating period of
media history and experiencing again one of its most wondrous phenomena, the work of Norman Corwin. I know him as a friend but
think of him also as the brightest light of a surprising period, the final
climactic decade of pre-television network radio. It was a time when
radio emerged rather suddenly from a period of tawdriness and
began to redeem itself. It is a period almost forgotten, but worth
recalling.
An industry crisis had set the stage. Early in the New Deal years,
broadcasting leaders had a scare. A coordinated movement representing the arts, education, labor, agriculture, religion, and the nonprofit world in general launched an unprecedented attack on the
radio status quo, which they described as "pollution of the air," a
"cultural disaster," a "huckstering orgy," a "pawnshop," a "si~kness in
the national culture." As remedy they proposed a radio measure far
more drastic than any being proposed by the Roosevelt administration. Their bill, presented in the Senate under distinguished sponsorship, provided that all existing station licenses be "declared null
and void 90 days following the effective date of this act" and that
during that time an entirely new allotment of frequencies should be
made, with one fourth going to "educational, religious, agricultural,
labor, cooperative, and similar non-profit associations." These channels were to be "as desirable as those assigned to profit-making persons, firms, or corporations." This "new deal" in channel allotments
seemed headed for Senate passage.
An intense lobbying upheaval began, along with hard bargaining.
The r~dio industry had been making large profits in the midst of the
Depression, mainly by concentrating on time sales and worrying
about little else. The networks found it convenient to let advertising
iX
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agencies make the programming decisions for time periods they
bought. A dozen advertising agencies were the main programmers of
network radio. All this had brought prosperity to the networks, and
their prosperity was clearly only beginning, for more than half of
available network time was still unsold. This fact became the key to a
compromise.
The networks began to talk enthusiastically about "cooperative
broadcasting." Why should educational, religious, and social-service
organizations go to the expense of maintaining their own stations?
Commercial stations and networks could give them all the airtime they
needed or could possibly want. Many hours were available that could
be dedicated to their interests. Such assurances and arguments averted the threatening amendment. It lost in the Senate by 42-23-a
margin that still indicated the depth of dissatisfaction and the need
for follow-up action.
As the threat subsided, commercial broadcasters undertook licenseprotection measures. Networks and stations appointed officials with
such titles as Public Service Director. Their task, to make use of unsold time in ways that would prevent similar crises in the future.
Unsold time had generally been filled via music from small "house
orchestras." These low-budget "sustaining programs" were considered time fillers. Now the unsold time acquired new functions.
It was in May 1935 that CBS advertised:
WantedA BIG MAN

for an important
creative and executive post in
RADIO BROADCASTING

Soon afterwards the network hired William B. Lewis, with the task of
piloting CBS into the age of public service. CBS became the network
that tackled most imaginatively the upgrading of "sustaining programs" into a positive asset, reaching out to new constituencies. One
of the first results was The Columbia Workshop, a weekly series dedicated
to media experiments and inviting contributions from novelists,.
poets, composers, and others. Then came literary and political round
tables, adaptations of classics, Americana, folklore, special programs
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of many kinds, often produced in cooperation with others. Some of
these riches are detailed in the following pages. Amid the renaissance
emerged, as writer-director-producer, the figure of Norman Corwin,
one of Lewis's most perceptive talent choices. How Corwin became,
within a few years, America's unofficial poet laureate is splendidly
recounted by Professor LeRoy Bannerman. Corwin's We H old These
Truths, a brilliant special program on the Bill of Rights, was prepared
during the fall of 1941 and scheduled for December 15. By the time
the broadcast day arrived, the United States was at war, and the
broadcast became a national manifesto of its war aims, carried by all
four networks, performed by a galaxy of stars, and climaxed by a
statement by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. In similarly eloquent
fashion On a Note of Triumph in 1945 celebrated the end of the war on
a powerful "lest we forget" note. Another Corwin special, Word from
the People, marked the dedication of the United Nations. Interspersed
with these were galaxies of other Corwin programs-comedies, fantasies, satires, and excursions into opera, poetry, and documentary.
Many of these remain classics of the era. We owe a debt to Professor
Bannerman for reminding us of them and detailing the stories behind them.
This book on the rise of Norman Corwin is also an account of
American broadcasting during a turbulent period. It is often an inspiring story, but in the end the venality of earlier years made a strong
return. Professor Bannerman has not shirked this aspect of the story.
He tells it as it was.
Since the 1930s, when I worked with Corwin briefly on one of his
'CBS projects, I have cherished his friendship. In 1940, when my wife
and I had our first child-our son ]effrey-a gift from Corwin arrived at our house. It was a massive anthology of child classics inscribed: "For Jeff, to adapt for radio some fine day." Little could
anyone guess that before long, no one would be privileged to adapt
children's classics for American radio-or for television. It would
have astonished us that such a change could take place.
But perhaps it was equally astonishing that an American radio renaissance began suddenly in the late 1930s and lasted a decade, as
Professor Bannerman has chronicled. So renaissances do happen,
and perhaps another will come-"some fine day."
ERIK BARNOUW
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1. The Era: The Man
and the Golden Age

-----------[l]---------The mIcrophone is not an ordinary instrument.
For it looks out on vistas wide indeed.

-Seems Radio Is Here to Stay

America, having emerged from the doldrums and despair of the
Great Depression, now focused on international tensions that accompanied the encroachment of Nazism abroad. A national debate ensued between isolationists and anti-Fascists, and life took on a paradoxical demeanor of concern and carefree optimism. The Yankees
were the perennial powerhouse in baseball, fashion edged skirts a
little higher, business picked up, and dancers jitterbugged to the
rhythm of the Big Band era. And radio, the centerpiece of almost
every home, offered a cosmopolitan view of national life as the medium reached the zenith of its Golden Age.
Listeners of the late thirties and early forties found in radio a respite from the difficulties of their day, an imbuement of hope, a
vicarious encounter. It proved a panacea to provincialism, it put people in touch with the world, and it provided a diversion by its many
varied programs.
For most, it was a nightly ritual. Families would hurry through
dinner to hear the news by Boake Carter or Lowell Th~mas, tune to
Amos 'n' Andy, and on particular evenings enjoy the music of the Firestone Hour' or sense the Broadway ambience of "the little theatre off
Times Square," before the curtain ascended on another drama of First
Nighter. Homemakers, during the day, seemed addicted to the agonizing episodes of endless soap operas. And the kids, rushing home from
school, sprawled before the living room Atwater Kent or the huge
Stromberg-Carlson console to relive "those thrilling days of yester-
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2 • The Era

year" with The Lone Ranger, endure the dangerous confrontations of
Terry and the Pirates, or follow the suspenseful adventures of Little
Orphan Annie.
Radio of the era was a multifaceted medium, unlike the specialized
form of contemporary broadcasting. And though many of its programs were as vapid as latter-day television's worst, there seemed a
sense of striving, of experimentati<;>n, of timeliness. Its potpourri of
programming appealed to a diversified audience, and its impetus was
emotion. It made people laugh or cry, thrill or cringe in terror; it was
an elixir of make-believe which often obscured the reality of uncertain times. Drama, of course, served best the imaginative dimensions
of the medium, and as a theatre of the mind it engaged a small (by
media standards) but appreciative following. Aside from music,
drama was the most popular form throughout the thirties and into
the forties, exceeding even news.
Not all drama was good. Some efforts seemed slickly commercial,
trite, one dimensional-deficiencies normally blamed on poor scripts
and, correspondingly, narrow, unchallenging format themes. But occasionally-indeed, with surprising frequency-radio reached remarkable heights in literary and dramaturgical expression. Leading
writers and poets of the day willingly explored the aesthetic sphere of
a medium which at last had achieved the technology to conceive sensitivity in sound. Established authors and performers discovered an
appealing intimacy and involvement, and they were attracted to the
broad scope of radio's proscenium arch.
Radio also developed its own artisans, writers, and directors who
explored the medium to attain new goals, new techniques. As the
Golden Age advanced, these talented practitioners examined more
and more the ethereal reach of their microphone and extended the
boundaries of audio and emotion. Among those who were successful,
no doubt the most significant and influential-yet today relatively
little known-was Norman Corwin. He was an innovator, a poet, an
artist. He brought to broadcasting an intelligence and a language rare
to the radio medium. "It was he who defined and shaped strict radio
style, and through his influence the classic form was developed,"
wrote Charles Beaumont, and added, "If anyone deserves the title of
Mr. Radio, it is surely he."l
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When Corwin entered network radio in 1938, an aesthetic evolution was already under way, but only recently in evidence. The medium had struggled through an undefined infancy-first a novelty, a
hobby, then a monitoring device (to listen for S.O.S. signals at sea
following the Titanic disaster), eventually evolving into its conventional role as informer and entertainer. By the early thirties, the objective of broadcasting was clear, but programming for the most part
was a mosaic of awkward moments. Beyond its fare of burlesque
comedy, tinny music, stiff and blatant drama, there was in radio a
frantic search for unusual and appealing programs-often the coverage of strange events, like the antics of a flagpole sitter and, once, a
singing mouse contest.
In 1935, Corwin himself, at the time a radio critic for the Springfield
(Mass.) Republican, candidly complained, "There is about as much,
creative genius in radio today as there is in a convention of plasterers
and plumbers."2
The very next year, the Columbia Broadcasting System began a
new, experimental series which would revolutionize radio drama and
open new, creative frontiers for the expanding medium. It was the
brainstorm of engineer-artist Irving Reis, who combined technical
talent, ambition, and artistic curiosity in introducing what was to be
called the Columbia Workshop. The effort, in time, would foster new
themes, new techniques, new modes of production; and by its free
form it served to showcase the originality of many directors, musicians, writers, and performers. Its programs were widely acclaimed.
Yet its budget was only $400 a week. This prompted Robert Landry,
for eleven years the radio editor of Variety, to suggest that "never has a
network bought so much prestige for so little."3
By the time Corwin joined CBS, therefore, bold efforts had already
been made to measure the medium's artistic potential. A list of prominent practitioners included William N. Robson, Earle McGill, Max
Wylie, Wyllis Cooper, and a prolific writer-producer by the name of
Arch Oboler, who enthralled listeners with strange horror stories on
the NBC series Lights Out. The year Corwin came to network radio
was the year the boy wizard of Broadway,4 Orson Welles, terrified the
nation with his dramatization of an invasion from Mars.
Albert N. Williams, in the Saturday Review of Literature, theorized
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